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This collection reports on the contributions towards linear algebra educa-
tion and teaching that were part of the 9th ILAS Conference at Haifa in June
2001.
The educational component of the conference included the plenary lecture
titled “A balanced approach to teaching linear algebra” by Frank Uhlig, reprinted
elsewhere in this issue, as well as a contributed paper on “Matrix solutions to the
patently erroneous ‘identity’ (A+ B)k = Ak + Bk”, also by Frank Uhlig, jointly
with E. Boman, to appear in the College Journal of Mathematics in 2002. Besides,
there was a mini-symposium on education in Linear Algebra, built around currently
active linear algebra educators in Israel. This session was organized by the
three authors of this report. It was widely attended and full of vibrant ideas and
thoughts.
The following are synopses of the five presentations during the mini-symposium,
arranged in alphabetical order of the authors.
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Linear algebra—a dialogue with Euclid
P.A. Fuhrmann 1
Department of Mathematics, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Beer Sheva 84105, Israel
Abstract
We describe a point of view to the teaching of linear algebra that is based on modular
arithmetic in the ring of polynomials and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of this
approach.
My talk at the International Linear Algebra Conference that took place in Haifa,
June 25–29, 2001 described an approach to the teaching of linear algebra based on
modular arithmetic in the ring of polynomials. By and large this approach is fully
presented in my book [1]. Over the last two years, I have taught a two-semester linear
algebra course at Ben-Gurion University based on the first six chapters of this book,
omitting some material that is too advanced. The reference to Euclid in the title is two-
fold, once to the Euclidean algorithm and the other, related of course, to primeness
and coprimeness. These notions are fundamental to elementary number theory and,
as I have tried to stress in my talk, just as important to linear algebra and far beyond.
To explain the power of this method, I introduce it briefly and use the reduction
of a matrix to Jordan normal form as an example. The basic object in this approach
is the shift operator in F [z], and its compression to the quotient of F [z] by the ideal
generated by a monic polynomial q(z)∈F [z]. In fact if we let πq :F [z] → F [z] be
defined by πqp as being the remainder of p after division by q, then Xq= Imπq=
{f ∈ F [z] | deg f < deg q} has dimension dimXq = deg q. In this space we define
Sqp = πqzp(z). One can see easily that Sq is a basis free analogue of the companion
matrix. In fact, every cyclic transformation in a finite-dimensional vector space is
isomorphic to a shift Sq .
In this approach the geometry of invariant subspaces reduces to a study of
factorizations of the polynomial q. In fact a subspace M ⊂ Xq is invariant for Sq
if and only if M = eXf for some factorization q = ef . Moreover, we have a direct
sum representation Xq = eXf ⊕ fXe if and only if e and f are coprime. This gen-
eralizes easily, using the primary decomposition of the monic polynomial q, namely
q(x) = p1(x)ν1 · · ·pk(x)νk , with pi, pj coprime. Setting πi =∏j /=i pνjj , we con-
sider the k factors p = πipνii individually and obtain the following decomposition
of Xp into the direct sum of invariant subspaces Xp = π1Xpν11 ⊕ · · · ⊕ πkXpνkk .
Therefore we have represented Sp  Spν11 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Spνkk .
Next we show how an appropriate choice of basis in the subspace Xpν leads to the
Jordan canonical form. Note that we have suppressed the index i here. If we choose
Partially supported by a grant from the German–Israeli Foundation GIF I-526-034.
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B = {1, z, . . . , zr−1, . . . , pn−1, zpν−1, . . . , zr−1pν−1}, then the matrix representa-
tion of Spν with respect to this basis is
[Spν ]B =


J
N J
. .
. .
N J


with
J =


0 . . . −p0
1 .
. .
. .
1 −pr−1


, N =


0 . . 0 1
. 0
. .
. .
0 0


.
The invariant factor algorithm allows us to extend the result to noncyclic trans-
formations.
Let us summarize the philosophy behind the polynomial approach. For low
dimensions the polynomial approach is computational and it emphasizes linear
transformations rather than matrices. It also unifies linear algebraic concepts with
elementary number theory. It manages to introduce abstract concepts in a concrete
setting and it provides an intermediate level of abstraction between module theory
and matrix theory. It also familiarizes students at an early stage with function spaces.
Such a polynomial approach offers a key to many other areas: The study of quad-
ratic forms, in particular those associated with the names of Hankel, Toeplitz, and
Bezout. This connects us to the classical area of interpolation and orthogonal poly-
nomials, Pade and Hankel norm approximations, and the analysis of fast numerical
algorithms. The theory of linear control systems and the stability analysis of systems
are often treated by the same techniques. Coding theory and cryptography, both of
great importance in the age of mass communication, are accessible via these methods
and can be used to whet the appetite of students. Other areas of mathematics that
benefit from our polynomial approach are operator theory and in particular the study
of nonselfadjoint operators, as well as scattering theory and the theory of stochastic
processes.
The polynomial approach has its problems in the sense that students have to grasp
the fundamentals of the basic algebraic constructs, namely groups, rings, ideals, and
fields on top of the technicalities of linear algebra within such a first year course.
However, the students who make it through the course leave with a real sense of
achievement and the knowledge that they have seen a glimpse of the depth of the big
ocean called mathematics.
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Some aspects of effective mathematics teaching:
increasing clarity of explanations
Nira Hativa
School of Education, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv 69978, Israel
During the last three decades, much research was conducted to identify the main
ingredients of, as well as specific strategies and techniques for, effective college and
university teaching. The four main aspects of effective classroom teaching that were
identified in this research are: clarity/understandabilty of the presentation; organiza-
tion/structure of the course and the lesson; interest/enthusiasm of the instructor; and
interaction/rapport with students. Of these four, the clarity of teaching was found to
be the most important to student learning. There is a growing body of research evi-
dence that clarity of explanation may be the requisite of effective university teaching,
at least of effective expository teaching. This was found to be particularly true for the
teaching of mathematics and mathematics-based subjects. Many studies have found
a strong connection between teaching clarity and student learning and satisfaction
with instruction. A study of mathematics teachers who were considered unclear lec-
turers at a prestigious university found them to confuse students, thereby diminishing
their understanding of the material and affecting their self-confidence as learners; to
increase their anxiety, and force them to invest extra time and effort in learning from
sources other than the teacher.
In addition to identifying the main dimensions of effective teaching, this research
has identified hundreds of classroom specific teaching behaviors and strategies that
contribute to effective teaching. Knowledge of classroom specific good teaching
strategies may serve to guide teachers in using classroom strategies that improve
their effectiveness. Therefore it is important to learn about classroom strategies that
promote clear explanations. Here the term “clarity of explanations” refers to student
understanding of the contents as it is explained. As numerous teaching strategies
have been identified as potentially contributing to clear explanations, researchers
tend to group them in categories, sub-categories, etc., and devise classroom strategies
built on them. The following are my suggestions for such a classification. It is based
on the analysis of dozens of videotaped lessons, on my experience in working with
faculty members on instructional development, and on my own studies. All relate
and are relevant to teaching in university mathematics and physical-science courses.
First, I break down the notion of “clarity” into four sub-categories as follows:
A. Simplifying the material presented.
B. Avoiding “noise” in teaching.
C. Adapting instruction and explanations to the students.
D. Clarifying after completed instruction.
E-mail address: nira@post.tau.ac.il (N. Hativa).
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I have further broken down each of these first-level categories into sub-categories.
Let us start with the breakdown of A.
A. Simplifying the material presented.
(a) Teaching in two (or more) cycles.
(b) Teaching in small steps.
(c) Identifying the main points.
(d) Building explanations in a logical sequence.
These are still not concrete classroom behaviors, so that each of them can be further
broken down. Let us concentrate on (a) teaching in two (or more) cycles. This teach-
ing strategy starts with teaching a new topic by presenting its easier-to-comprehend
aspects, or a simplified version of the topic, and teaching the more complex version
only after the first version is sufficiently understood. Each subsequent teaching cycle
is presented at a somewhat more complex and difficult level than the previous one.
The cycles are not necessarily presented sequentially; they may be presented concur-
rently, in parallel, or in a spiral format, integrated with one another. There are several
techniques for presenting a simplified version of the new topic in the first cycle. For
example:
1. A concrete case before going into the abstract notion.
2. A comparable case that is familiar to the students (an example, an analogy, a
metaphor, a similar or a contradicting case).
3. A visual or intuitive interpretation of the formal or abstract topic.
4. A rough notion of a concept before going to the more complex but accurate one.
5. Stating a plan for action, and only then acting on the plan.
6. Stating the core notion before giving all the details.
Similarly, the breakdown of the other categories of A, “Simplifying the material
presented”, follows:
(b) Teaching in small steps.
1. Breaking down the topic into small “chunks”.
2. Arranging the “chunks” in a coherent logical sequence (see category (d)).
3. Teaching each “chunk” until students understand, before going to the next one.
(c) Identifying the main points.
1. Emphasizing/stressing main points by:
• Varying intonation.
• Writing on the board or on transparencies.
• Stressing points verbally—by marking and signaling.
2. Repeating important points.
3. Summarizing the main points.
(d) Building explanations in a logical sequence.
1. Concentrating on the main line of thought.
2. Going smoothly from one idea or step to the logically next one without di-
verging to irrelevant material.
3. Coherently tying together the different ideas in the presentation.
4. Using proper transitions (transitional phrases).
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5. Avoiding skipping steps in a sequence, in proofs, developments, or explana-
tions.
6. Avoiding leaving out pieces of information for students to fill in themselves,
without clear guidance on how to do this.
7. Avoiding making frequent errors.
8. Avoiding “jumping around” in presentations.
This was a short elaboration on A, “Simplifying”. Next a short breakdown of D,
“Clarifying after completing instruction”. Based on educational theories, a full and
meaningful understanding of the taught material is only established when students
can apply this knowledge by demonstrating “understanding performances”, i.e.,
when they perform some thinking tasks that are based on that material. The tasks can
be of a diverse nature such as: explaining; providing illustrations and analogies; com-
paring and contrasting; providing evidence and justification; generalizing, applying,
transferring to new situations; and solving problems. A full level of understanding is
gained gradually during the lesson and after the lesson (e.g., through solving related
problems or doing other homework assignments). To deepen students’ understanding
within the framework of the lesson and help them retain and apply the new material,
teachers should add clarification procedures after the students have gained a basic
comprehension of the material such as upon the completion of teaching a topic. The
main clarification procedures that teachers may use in this case are:
D. Clarifying after completed instruction.
(a) Looking back (i.e., laying the basis for “understanding performances”).
1. Recapitulating the core idea or the end result.
2. Simulating the process or reviewing the steps.
(b) Sharpening the meaning (i.e., demonstrating “understanding performances”).
1. Providing additional examples and illustrations (additional to those pre-
sented while teaching the material the first time).
2. Providing additional analogies, metaphors, and visual or intuitive interpre-
tations.
3. Showing similarities and discriminating between similar cases.
4. Bringing positive as well as negative examples.
5. Presenting cases of use and misuse of the new concepts, and cases of “non-
examples”.
6. Stressing main attributes.
7. Presenting special cases and limit or border cases.
8. Presenting applications.
9. Identifying the type/category. Stating which cases would apply in what
conditions/occasions.
(c) Helping students apply learned material (i.e., training students in “under-
standing performances”).
1. Demonstrating solutions to problems.
2. Providing algorithms for procedures and processes.
3. Providing plans for action.
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In my presentation at the ILAS conference, I showed video-clips from class-
room lessons showing Stanford University award-winning professors in math and
the sciences using several of the listed clarity strategies. For further information see
http://www.tau.ac.il/∼nira/index.html.
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Mimicry of mathematical proofs with computer
algebra systems (CAS)
Orit Hazzan
Department of Education in Technology and Science, Technion—Israel Institute of Technology,
Haifa 32000, Israel
There are many ways in which information technology can be integrated into
math classes in higher education such as through websites and web applications,
computer algebra systems, programming languages, spreadsheets, and graphic cal-
culators. This essay focuses on the mimicry of mathematical proofs by computer
algebra systems such as Maple. It does so by illustrating how a proof of a theorem
can be reflected into Maple functions. We particularly focus on the “basis theorem”
in a finite-dimensional vector space that states that all bases have the same number
of elements. The proof presented here is based on the lemma that in a finite-dimen-
sional vector space, the number of elements in a linearly independent set of vectors
is smaller than or equal to the number of elements in any basis. As the proof of this
lemma is based on an inductive process, some linear algebra instructors consider it
to be the most sophisticated proof presented to students in an introductory linear
algebra course.
E-mail address: oritha@techunix.technion.ac.il (O. Hazzan).
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Our approach of using Maple activities is part of an experiment that David Chil-
lag, Uri Leron, and the author carried out two years ago as part of a campuswide
project that aims to integrate information technologies into teaching at the Technion.
Appendix lists the Maple functions that mimic our chosen proof of the basis theorem.
We have designed a Maple worksheet that introduces students to the proof and that
is organized around the functions in the Appendix. It contains illustrative Maple
examples and exploration tasks. Our main guide for developing this Maple activity
is a parallel construction of computational and mental mathematical objects. This
is done in the spirit of constructionism [2]. Thus, in order to implement the idea of
“Out-of-the-mind construction leads to mental construction”, mathematical concepts
are reflected into Maple functions. The idea of reflecting mathematical objects into
programming languages is not new. For example Dubinsky and Leron [1] have pre-
sented an activity in which students discover Lagrange’s theorem through a set of
ISetL activities (pp. 108–111). A similar approach is adopted here for mimicking
linear algebra proofs.
The worksheet contains two kinds of tasks:
(a) Exploring a given Maple function (e.g., “basis”): In this approach, concepts are
first introduced to students by way of Maple activities. This occurs prior to a
formal presentation of the concepts in the lecture. Thus, when students are asked
to decipher a given Maple function, even a meaningful name of the function
(such as “basis”) is of little use to them. As a result, students have to fathom
and describe the meaning and action of a given Maple function based on their
knowledge at the time.
(b) Constructing new objects (e.g., a Maple function “LD”, which determines whether
a given set of vectors is linearly dependent): In this case students are asked to con-
struct a new function which mimics a previously taught mathematical concept.
The mental construction associated with the Maple function construction can be
understood by way of the constructionism perspective mentioned above.
At the end of the semester our students were given a questionnaire. Two student
reactions are presented below. The two responses were selected because they express
constructionism in the students’ words. The responses are to the following question.
In your opinion, how did the Maple activities influence your understanding during
the Linear Algebra course?
Student A: The interaction with Maple helped me understand the material in
depth. There is a difference between theoretical knowledge which is presented by
the lecturer during the classroom lesson and knowledge gained from personal expe-
rience, and this is exactly the point.
Student B: In my opinion, the activity improved my understanding of the course,
because I could imagine the definitions and the proofs the first time I heard the lec-
turer present them. In addition, the option “to play” with vectors and matrices helped
me understand clearly what linear dependency is and what a basis is.
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Appendix
The functions that mimic the proof of the basis theorem:
(a) The Maple function “basis” inputs a set (or list) of vectors and returns a maximal
linearly independent subset.
(b) The following function “LC” (for linear combination) checks whether a given
vector u is a linear combination of a given set X of vectors:
> LC := proc(u, X)
> RETURN ((basis(X)) = (basis([op(X), u])));
> end;
The function “op” removes the brackets.
(c) The following function inputs an ordered set S of vectors, and, if the set is lin-
early dependent, it “kicks out” the first vector which is a linear combination of
its predecessors:
> kick.LCP := proc(S);
> i := LCP.index(S);
> RETURN([op(S[1..i− 1]), op(S[i+ 1..nops(S)])]);
> end;
> LCP.index := proc(S);
> for i from 1 to nops(S)− 1 do
> if LC(S[i+ 1], S[1..i])
> then RETURN(i+ 1) fi; od;
> end;
The function ‘nops’ returns the number of elements in a list.
(d) The following function mimics the basis exchange theorem and replaces one
vector at a time. Its inputs are a vector q and a set of vectors S. It puts q at
the front of S, and (if possible) “kicks out” one linearly dependent vector in the
enlarged set S without changing the span.
> replace := proc(q, S);
> RETURN (kick.LCP([q, op(S)]));
> end;
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Student understanding in technology-rich linear
algebra courses
Joel Hillel a, Tommy Dreyfus b
aMathematics Department, Concordia University, 7141 Sherbrooke St. W., Montreal,
Canada QC H4B 1R6
bExact Sciences Department, Holon Academic Institute of Technology, Holon 58102, Israel
The fact that a piece of software or a computer-based activity looks beautiful,
convincing, and thrilling to mathematics teachers does not mean that it will be either
exciting or beneficial to the students for whom it is intended. In this paper, we sound a
cautionary note, using examples from research on classroom trials to show what can
go wrong. We are not adversaries of the use of technological tools in the classroom—
quite the contrary. We believe they can be very useful, we do use them, and we have
participated in the development of software and technology-rich teaching activities.
But at the same time, we are aware that the effects of our efforts may be different
from what developers and teachers expect and predict.
The teaching and learning of algebra, whether elementary, linear, or modern alge-
bra, is an area where computer support might be expected to be very useful. Linear
algebra is a particularly problematic course because of the high level of abstraction it
requires. In a manner quite similar to what happens in high school algebra, students
tend to avoid reasoning with abstract structures and instead perform actions on a
purely formal level [1–3,6,7,9]. This tendency is facilitated by an arithmetic and Rn-
based approach to linear algebra, which provides students with vectors and matrices,
often numerical ones, that entice them to carry out computations without necessarily
being aware of their significance.
In a recent project, Sierpinska et al. [10] have taken a different approach based on
an epistemological analysis of entry-level linear algebra. They have chosen to anchor
the general notions of vector, transformation, linear transformation, and eigenvector
in geometric intuitions by designing a suitable learning environment with the Cabri-
geometry II software [8]. The software was used as a didactic tool and not as a tool
for solving problems in linear algebra. Its role was to provide a solid conceptual basis
for the notions of vector, transformation, linear transformation, and eigenvector. The
approach was thus conceptual rather than technical. For example, the software pro-
vides hands-on experience with transformations by dragging a free vector w around
the screen and observing the effect on its image T (w). Linearity was one of the
central concepts of the course. A lot of care was taken to not only mention linearity
wherever it played a role and to regularly use the linearity conditions T (kv) = kT (v)
and T (u+ v) = T (u)+ T (v), but to include a considerable number of activities
dealing with linearity.
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Following our theoretical and practical experiments with linearity in Cabri-II, six
pairs of students were interviewed toward the end of the course in which they had
participated. The aim of the interview was to observe students in detail during a
sequence of Cabri activities that was designed for them to learn about eigenvectors
and eigenvalues [4]. A linear transformation T with a single eigenvalue was presented
on the Cabri screen. Five out of the six pairs easily identified the eigenvector u. They
seemed to consider it natural that together with u, all its multiples were eigenvectors
and they described the set of all eigenvectors as a single straight line. They did not
mention linearity. They were then asked how they knew that there were no other
eigenvectors. All students moved the free vector w around the screen and observed
that there was no other case in which w and T (w) were parallel. Even though the in-
terviewer insisted on a justification and in spite of the students’ extensive experience
with linearity, only one out of the five pairs mobilized their knowledge of linearity
and gave a satisfactory justification. Three pairs remained limited to what they saw
on the screen. It appears that the screen constrained their thinking power. They knew
that there were other vectors outside the screen but they could not mobilize their
abstract thinking in order to go mentally beyond what they perceived.
Another example is taken from a linear algebra course where Maple was used.
A group of students working in a computer laboratory was asked to consider the
function x3 as a vector v in the vectorspace V of continuous functions on the interval
[0, 1] and to find the best approximation to it in the subspace W = P2[0, 1] of second
degree polynomials (for details see [5]). After having quite successfully collaborated
to solve the assignment with the help of Maple, and while the graphs of both x3
and its approximation were still on the screen, the tutor (T) thought it appropriate
to find out what the students may be able to conclude from the activity they had
just completed. One of the students (B) talked about the closest vector to v in the
subspace W upon which the tutor asked what “closest” means. Within a short time,
the students proposed the following interpretations:
T856: What’s the meaning of closest?
. . .
B857: ‘cause it has the same shape
. . .
T858: Yeah, but when we say it is closest, what are you comparing?
B859: The length?
. . .
B863: You evaluate both [functions] at 2, say, and they should give you the same
number.
. . .
B865: Well, they [the numbers] should be close.
. . .
B867: The distance is the smallest.
T868: How is the distance defined?
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B869: It’s the length of the vector.
. . .
B871: It’s the integral.
. . .
B873: It’s the difference in their length—the length of the vectors.
B877: It’s the area under both graphs?
It appears that the interpretation was somewhat less obvious to the students than to
the tutor.
This episode occurred in a linear algebra course that was very different in context,
spirit and organization from a Cabri-based course. We mention it here to illustrate
that student conceptions of the kind described in the first two episodes are not an
effect of the particular approach taken with Cabri. Nor, by the way, are they limited
to linear algebra: Similar episodes frequently occur in elementary algebra courses in
technology-rich environments.
We do not propose to abstain from using software to teach linear algebra—quite
the contrary. But we do urge developers and teachers to very carefully listen to their
students and to be acutely aware that the students’ understandings may be rather far
from the intended ones.
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Mathematics, simple or abstract? Cognitive
abstraction processes in learning mathematics
Dvora Peretz
Mathematics Department, Ben-Gurion University, Beer Sheva 84105, Israel
1. Introduction
This study looks at cognitive processes involved in learning an abstract mathemat-
ical concept. We identify two basic cognitive abstraction processes when learning a
specific mathematical concept. These are progressing either:
(a) from understanding of concrete examples to understanding of more and more
abstract examples of the concept (referred to by the acronym CAP), or
(b) from understanding of abstract examples to understanding of more and more
concrete examples of the concept (referred to by the acronym RCAP).
We outline our methods, findings, as well as a theoretical model for such cognitive
abstraction processes.
2. Methodology
Our research design exposes the inner learning processes of individual partici-
pants, while diminishing the effects of other variables on such complex situations.
Our research uses the monitoring and analyzing capabilities of computers. We in-
vestigate the learning processes themselves instead of using their outcome. For this
we combine different methods and utilize them simultaneously. Our computer mod-
ule quantifies qualitative situations to allow for quantitative investigation, it “exter-
nalizes” learning processes and offers their graphic portrayal. The computer-based
learning module serves as an “impartial” teacher to diminish effects of teaching style
and personality. To lessen the effects of any such sub-texts, the computer module
presents the concept to be learned in many examples, instead of explaining the con-
cept. Each example is followed by fixed repeated reasoning assignments forcing the
learner to “think out aloud”. The learning process is monitored with respect to dif-
ferent aspects of the learned concepts (10 in total), as well as with three general
aspects of learning. One is the time aspect referring to time spent with each point of
the assignment (204 in total, to be covered in approximately 3 h). The second is the
This research was done as part of my Ph.D. under the supervision of Prof. M. Gorodetsky from
the Education Department at Ben Gurion University and Prof. T. Eisenberg from the Mathematics
Department, also at BGU.
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affective aspect referring to the learner’s emotional state (angry or feeling of relief,
behavior, etc.). The third is the fixation aspect that refers to a learner developing a
fixed, repetitive behavior with regard to his assignments (such as always naming the
sets he uses in his examples as A and B, always using the same kind of elements
in the sets, etc.). We separately measure the positive, negative, and total progression
of the learning process and use normalized indices. 1 Our basic assumption is that a
text presenting the subject in an increasing order of abstractness forces the learner
to develop a CAP, while a text that presents the subject in a decreasing order of
abstractness forces the learner to develop an RCAP.
2.1. An abstract mathematical concept
We choose “mathematical relation” (MR) 2 as the subject that is to be learned.
This concept generalizes many of the mathematical concepts that students learn in
high school: intuitive relations, functions, linear transformations, mathematical op-
erations, etc. We assess the abstractness level of a specific example MR according to
the abstractness level of its components. For example the sets used can be finite or
infinite, the elements of the sets can be concrete or not, and the relation between the
sets can be a simple rule or more complicated, etc.
3. The experiment
Our sample consisted of 20 volunteers divided into two groups. This was not a
statistical sample. Therefore we regard our work as a pilot project and take our find-
ings as assumptions for further investigations. Each participant studies with the help
of our computerized module that contains 15 chapters. Each chapter contains various
examples of MRs, all of which are of approximately the same level of abstractness.
The chapters themselves are arranged either in increasing order (for group U stu-
dents) or in decreasing order of abstractness (for group D students). Each chapter
presents positive and negative examples of MRs. A defining statement accompanies
each of the examples. The module offers the option of a verbal description for each
of the MR examples. To illustrate: 3
(a) A positive example from the module is:
S = {f, g, r, k}, T = {a, b, d, f, x, r}, A1 = {(f, a)}. A1 is an MR from S to T .
1 By this we mean that all indices were assigned numbers between −1 and +1 at each point of the
learning process (204 points in total). If an index carries a value of 0.3 this means that the learner achieved
0.3 of the total possible progression, relative to the specific measured aspect.
2 Defined as a subset of the Cartesian product of two sets. If A is any set and B is any set, a mathematical
relation R, from set A to set B, is a set of ordered pairs. Each pair in the MR has the form (a, b), where
the first component a belongs to A, and the second component b ∈ B.
3 Before starting the learning session, we verify that all participants understand the notions and notations
of sets and their elements including the shape and meaning of the parentheses, etc.
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(b) Two negative examples in the module are:
(b.1) A = {1, 2, 3}, B = {2, 3, 4, 5}, M = {(2, 1), (2, 2), (3, 2)}. M is an MR
but it is not an MR from A to B.
(b.2) K = {(2, 1), (3, 10), 13}. K is not an MR.
(c) Examples of a verbal description:
(c.1) M is a set of three elements, each of which is an ordered pair of positive
integers in N.
(c.2) K is a set of three elements. Two of them are ordered pairs of positive
integers, and the third element is the number 13 (see (b.2)).
(d) After presenting an example and its verbal description, sample assignments were:
(d.1) Reasoning assignments: Why do you think L is an MR from A to B? Why
do you think K is not an MR? Why do you think M is an MR but not from
A to B?
(d.2) Construction of examples: Give an example of an element of L and of a
non-element of L. Find examples of two sets C and D such that M is an
MR from C to D.
(d.3) Counting element assignments: How many elements are in the given MR?
(d.4) Identification assignments: If M = {(1, 2), (0.5, 3)}, is M an MR from N
to N? Determine to which of the following MRs the pair (4, 5) belongs.
(e) After each chapter the learners are asked to describe their feelings, to define MR
verbally and to construct an example of an MR.
4. Partial findings
We present three of our findings to illustrate the potential of our research tool.
(a) Learners are abstracting better via RCAP than via CAP.
After the session each student takes an abstraction test in which the student is
asked to connect concepts known beforehand such as “function” and “vector” with
their newly gained knowledge. Analysis of this test strongly suggests the above find-
ing.
(b) Most aspects of an abstract mathematical concept are more efficiently learned
via CAP than via RCAP.
The graph 4 in Fig. 1, given for the positive conception of the set aspect, i.e. the
characteristics of the MR as a set, underscores this conclusion. By more efficient
learning we mean that in a specific point in the learning the learner achieves a larger
part of the “full possible” conception of the learned concept.
(c) RCAP directs the conception in the positive direction more than what CAP does.
4 Here each point of the x-axis represents a learning task from the module. The vertical lines mark
different chapters. The y-axis is the conception line, relative to the full possible conception of the specific
aspect (1 is full conception). The graph describes the progression of the conception via CAP by group U
students while the dotted graph represents the RCAP process of group D students.
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Fig. 1.
Fig. 2.
The graph in Fig. 2 depicts the negative conception for the set aspect. It shows that
negative conception via RCAP (group D) is lower than via CAP (group U), which
means that the learner makes fewer mistakes along most of the learning process.
5. A model of cognitive abstraction processes in mathematics
Our research findings lead us to a “Fractal Model” of cognitive abstraction pro-
cesses in mathematics. This model suggests that we can treat each part of the learning
process as if it were the whole learning process. To illustrate, learning the definition
of MR can be regarded as a complete learning process. Therefore it could be ex-
plained in terms of the basic five stages of the entire process. Alternatively it could
be perceived as the first part of learning the concept of MR and thus it could be
explained in terms of the first stage of the fractal model, the incubation stage. Our
fractal model consists of five stages; read Fig. 3 from the bottom up:
1. Elevation: A transfer stage, the ascent to a higher order of cognitive activity from
the previous level.
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Fig. 3.
2. Incubation: Manipulating the learned concept at the “edge” of the current cog-
nitive system. This stage facilitates the “absorption” into the cognitive system
itself.
3. Internalization: Another transfer stage in which the concept enters into the current
cognitive system from the system’s edge where incubation takes place.
4. Schematization: The concept is being investigated and enriched with new connec-
tions and with new meanings by the current cognitive system.
5. Objectification: Here the broad concept is “condensed” and becomes an “object
of thought”. This in turn can be manipulated as a new concept-object to be learned
in a higher order of cognitive activity.
Our model presents cognitive abstraction as multi-dimensional and recursive pro-
cess. It progresses in a cyclic manner: after its “last” stage, the objectification, the
process “returns” to the “first” stage, elevation. The learning in different cognitive
levels is connected. Therefore the learner can use previous knowledge to support and
verify his current learning.
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